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Dialogues of Love and Government examines the use of the pseudo-Boethian
didactic dialogue form in a wide range of Medieval texts on the theme of love by
authors including Machaut, Froissart, Dante, Chaucer, Gower, Usk and Hoccleve.
Although the broad, almost universal influence of Boethius in the Middle Ages has
been much documented, the present study can be said to break new ground on
several fronts. Firstly, whereas scholars have so far tended to focus on the
visionary, Apocalyptic conventions deployed in the Consolatio and / or its stoical
conclusions, this is the first study to examine the influence of the text qua
philosophical dialogue. Secondly, Dialogues of Love and Government contains the
first thorough exploration of the recurrent binding together of the dialogue form
with the courtly love theme in the Middle Ages, proposing a theory that the
origins of such a connection might be traced back to the ancient association
between Socratic / Platonic elenchus and the spirit Eros. Finally, it analyses the
political implications of this relationship, suggesting that the vertical trajectory of
the “erotic” dialogue, with its abstraction away from the many to the one,
naturally lends itself to the elitism and absolutism of Platonic politics. The
frequent ambiguity and irony of courtly love dialogues – the fact that dialogism, to
borrow a term from Bakhtin, is rarely fully overcome - can thus be read as
implying scepticism about, or even an outright rejection of notions of love and
politics which are Platonic in origin.
Accompanied by an Historical and Descriptive Text and Introduction, by
Champollion-Figeac and Aimé Champollion, Fils. Translated from the French, and
Edited, with Corrections and Notes by Sir Frederic Madden. II,1
Beama
Basic problems, principles, and methods
Twenty-four Papers
The Colloquia of the Hermeneumata Pseudodositheana: Volume 2, Colloquium
Harleianum, Colloquium Montepessulanum, Colloquium Celtis, and Fragments
A Dictionary of Proper Names and Notable Matters in the Works of Dante

Drawing on a detailed and sustained account of Christian reception of the Hebrew
divine name until the Seventeenth Century this book illustrates its vitality in several
periods as a stimulus to both orthodox and heterodox theologies and imaginative
structures
Pro A. Cluentio oratio
A Law Dictionary Adapted to the Constitution and Laws of the United States of
America, and of the Several States of the American Union; with References to the
Civil and Other Systems of Foreign Law
Universal Palaeography: Or, Fac-similes of Writings of All Nations and Periods,
Copied from the Most Celebrated and Authentic Manuscripts in the Libraries and
Archives of France, Italy, Germany, and England
An Ethnohistorical and Archaeological Perspective
Origines Kalendariae Hellenicae
This volume evaluates Thomas Bradwardine's view of time as a mathematical, philosophical and
theological concept within the context of ancient and medieval discussions concerning the
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problem of time and eternity. The book begins with an assessment of his career as a natural
philosopher and theologian in order to establish the factors which influenced his treatment of
time. Two succeeding chapters examine the sources of his temporal theory in classical, early
medieval and thirteenth-century texts. Next, a series of chapters surveys his view of time as it
related to proportionality, continuity, contingency and predestination. The final chapter
establishes his place among fourteenth-century natural philosophers and theologians. Because
this study traces the issue of time through several major works, it demonstrates how the
mathematical, philosophical and theological ideas of one prominent scholar converged within a
setting of lively academic discourse. Thus it illuminates a fascinating dimension of one of the
most important debates in late medieval thought.
Origines Kalendariæ Hellenicæ; or, the history of the primitive calendar among the Greeks,
before and after the legislation of Solon
Or, The History of the Primitive Calendar Among the Greeks, Before and After the Legislation
of Solon
Notes and Queries
Social and Cultural Dynamics: Basic problems, principles, and methods
a Study of the Erotic Dialogue Form in some Texts from the Courtly Love Tradition
The republican period
The Book of Style for Medical TranscriptionAssociation for Healthcare DocumentationAncient
Zapotec ReligionAn Ethnohistorical and Archaeological PerspectiveUniversity Press of Colorado
2:
M. Tullii Ciceronis Pro A. Cluentio oratio
Historical Conservation Society
Ancient Zapotec Religion
Bulletin - Smithsonian Institution. Bureau of American Ethnology
The Forbidden Schoolhouse

Describes the circumstances surrounding the 1833 opening of a school for
African-American girls in Canterbury, Connecticut, and discusses the
attitudes of the townspeople who persecuted the teacher and burned down
the school.
A Record of the Commissioned Officers, Non-commissioned Officers, and
Privates, of the Regiments which Were Organized in the State of New York
and Called Into the Service of the United States to Assist in Suppressing the
Rebellion, Caused by the Secession of Some of the Southern States from the
Union, A.D. 1861, as Taken from the Muster-in Rolls on File in the AdjutantGeneral's Office, S.N.Y.
Also from the Year 1853 to the Present Time; to which are Added Some
Miscellaneous Notices of Prices in Other Places
From the Beginnings to the Seventeenth Century
Tetragrammaton: Western Christians and the Hebrew Name of God
Universal Palaeography: Or, Fac-similes of Writings of All Nations and
Periods, Copied from the Most Celebrated and Authentic Manuscripts in the
Libraries and Archives of France, Italy, Germany, and England by J. B.
Silvestre
Bouvier's Law Dictionary and Concise Encyclopedia
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The Colloquia are manuals written to help ancient Greeks and Romans get around
in each other's languages; they contain examples of how to conduct activities like
shopping, banking, visiting friends, hosting parties, taking oaths, winning
lawsuits, using the public baths, having fights, making excuses and going to
school. They thus offer a unique glimpse of daily life in the early Roman Empire
and are an important resource for understanding ancient culture. They have,
however, been unjustly neglected because until now there were no modern
editions of the texts, no translations into any modern language, and little
understanding of what the Colloquia are and where they come from. This book
completes the task begun by Volume 1 of making the Colloquia accessible for the
first time, presenting a new edition, translation and commentary of the remaining
surviving texts. It is clearly written and will interest students, non-specialists and
professional scholars alike.
Philippine Reports Annotated
Thomas Bradwardine
Mexican and Central American Antiquities, Calendar Systems, and History
With References to the Civil and Other Systems of Foreign Law
The Mission and Expansion of Christianity in the First Three Centuries
A Classical Dictionary: containing an account of the principal proper names
mentioned in ancient authors ... Together with an account of coins, weights and
measures, etc

Ancient Zapotec Religion is the first comprehensive study of
Zapotec religion as it existed in the southern Mexican state of
Oaxaca on the eve of the Spanish Conquest. Author Michael Lind
brings a new perspective, focusing not on underlying theological
principles but on the material and spatial expressions of
religious practice. Using sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
Spanish colonial documents and archaeological findings related
to the time period leading up to the Spanish Conquest, he
presents new information on deities, ancestor worship and sacred
bundles, the Zapotec cosmos, the priesthood, religious
ceremonies and rituals, the nature of temples, the distinctive
features of the sacred and solar calendars, and the religious
significance of the murals of Mitla—the most sacred and holy
center. He also shows how Zapotec religion served to integrate
Zapotec city-state structure throughout the valley of Oaxaca,
neighboring mountain regions, and the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.
Ancient Zapotec Religion is the first in-depth and
interdisciplinary book on the Zapotecs and their religious
practices and will be of great interest to archaeologists,
epigraphers, historians, and specialists in Native American,
Latin American, and religious studies.
A Law Dictionary
Prices of Corn in Oxford in the Beginning of the Fourteenth
Century
The American Nations
Law Dictionary
Dialogues of Love and Government
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A View of Time and a Vision of Eternity in Fourteenth Century
Thought
Reproduction of the original: The American Nations by C.S. Rafinesque
The True and Dramatic Story of Prudence Crandall and Her Students
The Chinese in the Philippines: 1770-1898
United States Congressional Serial Set
A Law Dictionary Adapted to the Constitution and Laws of the United States of America,
and of the Several States of the American Union
Universal Palaeography: or, Fac-similes of writings of all periods and nations ...
accompanied by an historical and descriptive text and introduction, by ChampollionFigeac and A. Champollion. Translated from the French, and edited, with corrections
and notes, by Sir F. Madden
Adapted to the Constitution and Laws of the United States of America, and of the
Several States of the American Union ; with References to the Civil and Other Systems
of Foreign Law
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